SOME TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF CONVEX SETSO
BY

V. L. KLEE, JR.
Introduction. This paper is a sequel to [13] and the (more or less standard)
notation of the latter is used without further explanation. However, explicit
dependence is slight, and most of the present paper can be read independently

of [13].
Contents are indicated by section headings: §1. Compact convex sets. §2.
Some spaces which lack the fixed-point property.
§3. Extension of homeomorphisms.
§4. The mappings of Keller. §5. Topological representatives
of
convex sets.
In §1 it is proved that a compact convex subset of a normed linear space
must be homeomorphic with a parallelotope, and this fact is used to show
that all infinite-dimensional
separable Banach spaces are of the same dimension-type. §2 complements a well-known fixed-point theorem by showing that
a convex subset of a normed linear space has the fixed-point property only
if it is compact. §3 shows that if X is a compact subset of Hilbert space
§ and / is a homeomorphism
of X into §, then there is an isotopy 17of §
onto £> such that 170is the identity on § and r;i [ X =/. §4 elaborates a mappingtechnique
introduced
by Keller, and in particular
strengthens
the known
homogeneity
properties of the Hilbert parallelotope.
§5 shows that if C is a
locally compact closed convex subset of a normed linear space, then there are
cardinal numbers m and n with 0^ragN0
and 0^«<N0
such that C is

homeomorphic

with either [0, l]mX]0,

1 [n or [0, l]*"X[0,

1 [.

Throughout
the paper, dt will denote the real number field and ty the
Hilbert parallelotope
IIi™ [ —Vw> 1/«]C(/2).
By topological linear space we
shall mean a vector space E over 9t with an associated Hausdorff topology in
which the linear operations x+y|(x,
y)££EXE
and rx\ (r, x)G5RX-E are
continuous.
1. Compact convex sets. We extend here a theorem of Keller [ll], which
asserts that every infinite-dimensional
compact convex subset of Hilbert
space § is homeomorphic
with the Hilbert parallelotope
ty. The material of
this section might more naturally appear as part of §5, but since it is much
simpler than the latter, it is given here for easy accessibility.
If A and B are linear spaces and X is a subset of A, then by a linear
transformation of X into B we shall mean the restriction to X of a linear transformation of A into B. A basic tool is
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(1.1) Suppose K is a compact convex subset of a topological linear space E,
and there is a countable set F of continuous linear functional on K such that for
any two different points x and y of K there is an /£ F for which fx 9^fy. Then
there is a linear homeomorphism of K into Hilbert space i£>.

Proof. Let F= {/i, fa, ■ ■ • }. For each n, supx |/„| =2?„<<»;

let g„

= (w2?„)-1/„. Let t be the original topology of K and /' the weak topology generated by {gi, g2, • • • }. Then Kt is compact, Kt< is a Hausdorff space, and

t'Ct, so t' = t. For each xEK,

let Tx=(giX, g2x, ■ ■ ■)G$C(/2)=§.

Clearly

T is a biunique continuous transformation
of K(< into §, and hence must be
a homeomorphism
of Kt into §. It remains to show that T is a linear transformation of K into §.
For each n, there is a linear functional
hn on E such that gn = hn\K. Let

L be the linear hull of K in E and for each *£Z,

let Txx —(hix, h2x, ■ • • )

£ (/2). Then 7\ is a linear transformation
of L into |> such that 7\ 12£ = T,
and it is easy to extend 7\ to a linear transformation
of E into §. This com-

pletes the proof.
Combining

(1.1) and Keller's theorem,

we have

(1.2) Theorem.
Suppose S is a separable normed linear space, E is either
Sn (S in its norm topology), Sw (Sin its weak topology), or 5** (S* in its weak*
topology), and K is an infinite-dimensional
compact convex subset of E. Then K
is homeomorphic with the Hilbert parallelotope.

(1.3) Corollary.
Every infinite-dimensional
compact convex subset of a
normed linear space is homeomorphic with the Hilbert parallelotope.
The proof of (1.1) is similar to a proof of Arens [l, (4.3)]. The result
(1.3) solves a problem proposed in [13, p. 35] and renders obsolete part of
§IV 1 of [13]. From (1.2) and an argument indicated in [13, p. 40], it follows
that if C is the unit cell, in the weak topology, of the complete inner-product
space (l2n), then K is homeomorphic
with a parallelotope
if and only if
In the terminology of Frechet [7], two topological spaces are of the same
dimension-type
provided each is homeomorphic
with a subset of the other.

We note here
(1.4) Corollary.
All infinite-dimensional
the same dimension-type.

separable Banach

spaces are of

Proof. As is well known, every separable metric space is homeomorphic
with a subset of ty, so it suffices to show that an arbitrary infinite-dimensional
Banach space E must contain a homeomorph of ty. Let xa be a linearly independent sequence of elements of E, with *«—>0,and let C be the closed convex

hull of {0, *!, *2, • • • }• By a theorem of Mazur ([17] and [3, p. 81]), C is
compact,

proof.

and hence by (1.3) is homeomorphic

with ty. This completes

the
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A much more difficult question remains open: Are all infinite-dimensional
separable Banach spaces mutually homeomorphic? (See [2, p. 242] and [7,

pp. 95 and 143].)
It is well known [2, p. 185] that every separable Banach space is equivalent to a complete linear space of continuous real functions on [0, l], in the
usual "sup" norm. In closing this section, we note an alternative representa-

tion, as follows:
(1.5) If E is a separable Banach space, there is a compact symmetric convex
subset C of Hilbert space such that E is equivalent to Lc, the space of all bounded
linear functionals on C, in Ike "sup" norm.
Proof. Let Q be the unit cell of E*. By (1.1) there is a linear homeomorphism T of Qw' into §. Let C=TQ and for each xG-E let ux = ux£E.Lc, where
uzp = (T~1p)x for each p€LC. Then u is a linear isometry of E onto Lc.
2. Some spaces which lack the fixed-point property. A topological space
S is said to have the fixed-point property iff every continuous map of 5 into 5
leaves at least one point invariant. A well-known theorem of Tychonoff [21 ]
asserts:
(a) If £ is a locally convex topological linear space and K is a compact
convex subset of E, then K has the fixed-point property.

We obtain

here a partial converse, as follows:

(b) If £ is a locally convex metrizable topological linear space and K is
a noncompact convex subset of E, then K lacks the fixed-point property.
It is apparently
unknown whether either (a) or (b) is valid in an arbitrary
topological linear space. In the case of (a), in particular, this is an important
unsolved problem.
By topological ray is meant a homeomorphic
image of the half-open interval [0, 1 [. Our fundamental
tool in showing that certain spaces lack the
fixed-point property is
(2.1) If S is a normal space which contains a topological ray T as a closed
subset, then there is a null-homotopic map without fixed point of S into S.
Proof. Clearly there is a null-homotopic
map m without fixed point of T
into T. By a slight addition to the Tietze-Urysohn
extension theorem, there
is a retraction r of 5 onto T. Then mr is the desired map of 5 into S.
We wish next to show that a noncompact convex subset K of a topological linear space E must contain a topological ray as a relatively closed
subset, but are actually able to do this only under various additional hypotheses.
Even if it could be proved without
further
assumptions,
our
method would establish the result (b) for E only under the additional assumption that K is normal (automatically
true if E is metrizable).
A subset B of a topological linear space is bounded iff for each open £730
there is a number t such that tUZ)B. A set is linearly bounded iff its inter-
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section with each line is bounded. A topological linear space is locally (linearly)
bounded iff it contains a nonempty
(linearly) bounded open set.
(2.2) Suppose E is a topological linear space and C is a convex subset of E.
Then if at least one of the following statements is true, C must contain a topological ray as a relatively closed subset:
(i) 22 is locally convex and C is unbounded;
(ii) E is metrizable and C is not complete in the natural uniformity;
(iii) E is isomorphic with a subspace of a product of locally linearly bounded

topological linear spaces, and some bounded subset of C fails to be precompacl;
(iv) C is closed, locally compact, and unbounded;
(v) E is locally convex and metrizable, C is not compact;
(vi) 22 is locally bounded, C is not compact.
Proof. As a first step in proving (2.2), we note the sufficiency of the condition (0) C is finite-dimensional
and noncompact.
For in this case C either
fails to be linearly bounded or fails to be linearly closed, and the desired conclusion follows at once.
(i) By a theorem of Mackey [16, p. 524], there is a continuous linear
functional / on 22 such that supc /= °°. Let po£C and for each positive

integer n choose pnE.C such tha.t fp„—fp0+n.
is a closed subset of C and is mapped

Let T=\J*[pi,

homeomorphically

Pi+i]- Then T

by / onto the ray

\fpi,» [.
(ii) We may suppose that 22 is contained in its completion 22' and that
(relative to 22') g£Cl C~C. In view of (0), we may assume that C is infinitedimensional. Let Ua be a fundamental
sequence of neighborhoods
of q, and
choose P1G.U1H1C. Then the choice of p2, p3, ■ • • is carried out inductively as
follows: Having chosen pi, ■ • • , pk, letLtbe
the linear hull of [pu ■ ■ ■,pk}.

Since C is infinite-dimensional

and g£Cl C~C, it follows easily that CC\Uk+\

is not contained
in Lk; choose the point pk+i from CC\ Uk+i~Lk. Now with
T= [Ji [pi, pt+i], T does not "cross itself" and can be seen to be the desired

topological ray.
(iii) By the condition on C, there are a bounded infinite subset X of C
and a neighborhood
U of 0 in 22 such that x— *'££/ whenever x and x' are
different points of X. By the condition on 22, we may assume that there are
topological linear spaces A and B and a linearly bounded subset Q of B for

which 2204 X2J and (A XQ)(~^E is a closed neighborhood V of 0 in E such
that [-1, 1]V= V a.nd V+V+V+VCU.
Since X is bounded, there are a
symmetric neighborhood
W of 0 in 22 and an
X-\-W<Z.mV. We shall establish the existence
such that with Lk denoting the linear hull of
that pjfe+i+ W misses Lk. It is then easy to see

integer m such that Wd V and
of a sequence pa of points of X
{pi, • • • , pk] it is always true
that Uf [pi, pi+i] is the desired

topological ray.
To guarantee
the existence of the sequence pa as described, it clearly
suffices to show that if L is an arbitrary finite-dimensional
linear subspace of
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E, then x + W misses L for some xGX. Let V'=Lr\V
Let M be a subspace complementary

and A' = LC\(A X {$}).

to ^4' in L and let J= MC\ V. It can be

verified that V =A' + J. Now / is a closed neighborhood of 0 in M and J
is linearly bounded and star-shaped
from 0. It then follows, since M is finitedimensional, that / is bounded and precompact. Thus mJ is precompact, and
since V'=A' + J it follows that there is a finite subset Y of mJ such that
wF'CU,ey(y-r
V). Now if xGX and x+W intersects L, then x+W intersects (X+W)C\LC(mV)r\L
= mV, and hence x+W intersects y+V
for
some yG y. But if x+W and x'+W both intersect y+ y, then (since F and

W are symmetric and FFC V) x —x'G F+ F+ F+ V<ZU, an impossibility

if

x and x' are different points of X. Since X is infinite and Y finite, it follows
that x+W misses L for some xGX, and the proof is complete for case (iii).
(iv) We may suppose <$>(ElC.Since C is unbounded, there is an open set

£730 with U= [—1, 1 ] U such that for each i, C<X.iU.Since C is locally compact, there is a subset V of E such that 0GInt Vd V(Z U and V(~\C is compact. Let F be the boundary of V and Q = FC\C. Then Q is compact, 0G(2>
and CC [0, °° [(). For each i there are a point g,G(? and a number £,G ]0, °o [
such that tiQi£C~iU.
Suppose ta does not approach
oo. Then some subsequence of ta converges to a number <G [0, °° [. Since (2 is compact, the corresponding subsequence of qa has a cluster point q(E.Q and we have /gGC~i
U
for each i, an impossibility.
Thus ta—>oo, and since C is closed and convex
and 0GC we have [0, oo [yCC, where y is an arbitrary
cluster point of qa.
The proof is complete for case (iv).
(v) If C is unbounded
or noncomplete,
(i) or (ii) implies the desired conclusion. In the remaining case, C is bounded and complete but not compact.
Since a complete precompact space must be compact, it follows that C is
not

precompact.

And

since

every

locally

convex

topological

linear

space

is

isomorphic with a subspace of a product of normed linear spaces [3, p. 99],
(iii) now applies to give the desired conclusion.
(vi) The only case not covered by either (ii) or (iii) is that in which C
is complete and every bounded subset of C is precompact.
This case is covered

by (iv).
The proof of (2.2) has now been completed.
and Tychonoff's
theorem, we have

Combining

(2.2) (v), (2.1),

(2.3) Theorem.
For a convex subset K of a locally convex metrizable topological linear space E, the following assertions are equivalent: (a) K is compact;
(j8) K has the fixed-point property; (7) no relatively closed subset of K is a topo-

logical ray.
We remark that (2.2) (iii) (and hence (2.3)) is more easily handled in the
case of a normed linear space. It would be interesting to determine whether
every topological linear space is isomorphic with a subspace of a product of
locally (linearly) bounded topological linear spaces. It is easy to see that every
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topological linear space is isomorphic with a subspace of a product of metrizable topological linear spaces.
(2.3) and its proof are analogous to work of Dugundji
[5]. He showed
that if C and S are respectively the unit cell and the unit sphere of an infinite-dimensional
normed linear space, then Ccan be retracted onto S, whence
C must lack the fixed-point property.
Kakutani
[10] and the author [13]
showed that in a large class of infinite-dimensional
normed linear spaces,
the unit cell actually admits a homeomorphism
onto itself without fixed
point. By (5.8) (given later in this paper), it follows that such a homeomorphism is admitted also by every convex set C in a normed linear space
such that C is noncompact, closed, locally compact, and at least two-dimensional.
We conclude this section by showing that certain other familiar spaces
lack the fixed-point property. (2.4) and (2.5) below are obvious.
(2.4) If S is a topological space which has the fixed-point property, then so
has every retract of S.
(2.5) If S has the fixed-point property, then S is connected.
(2.6) Suppose S is a noncompact, connected, locally connected, locally compact metric space. Then S contains a topological ray as a closed subset.
Proof. By a result of Sierpinski [18], 5 must be separable. Let Y be the
one-point compactification
of S, with Y = SKJ{p).
Y admits a countable
basis for open sets and hence is metrizable. If Y is not locally connected it
contains a nondegenerate
continuum at each point of which it fails to be
locally connected [22, p. 19]. Since this contradicts
the fact that S is locally
connected,
Y must be locally connected and hence arcwise connected
[22,
p. 36]. For an arbitrary arc A in Y having p as an end point, Af^\S is a topo-

logical ray closed in 5.
From (2.1) and (2.4)-(2.6) we have
(2.7) Theorem.

If S is a noncompact,

metric space, then S lacks the fixed-point

From

(2.1), (2.6), and known

locally connected, locally compact

property.

properties

of ANR's

[15], we have

(2.8) Suppose X is a locally compact connected ANR. Then X is compact
if and only if every null-homotopic map of X into X leaves at least one point
invariant.

An example: Let Y be the set of all points y = (y1, y2, ■ ■ ■) of the Hilbert
space (I2) such that \\y\\ ^ 1 and y* is nonzero for at most one i. Then Y is an
AR and is locally compact at all but one point. However, Y is noncompact
and has the fixed-point property.
3. Extension of homeomorphisms.
It was proved in [13] that if E is
either Hilbert space §ora
nonreflexive normed linear space and Y is a compact subset of 22, then there is an isotopy r\ of 22 into 22 such that 770is the

identity map on E, vtE = E for each Z£[0, 1 [, and i)iE = E~Y.

Thus if X
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and Fare arbitrary compact subsets of E, E~X is homeomorphic with £-~ Y.
It is conceivable, nevertheless, that there exist such X and Y, mutually homeomorphic, for which there is no homeomorphism
simultaneously
mapping E
onto E and X onto Y. We shall show that (at least in §) no such "wild"
embedding is possible. The proof is based on three lemmas, of which the
first is
(3.1) If n is a non-negative integer and Y is a compact subset of the infinitedimensional Banach space E, then there exist complementary closed linear subspaces L\ and L2 of E and a homeomorphism h of E onto E such that h YCZLi
and dim L2 = n.
Proof. For w = 0, this is obvious. Suppose it has been proved for n = k —1
and consider the case n = k. By the inductive hypothesis, there are complementary closed linear subspaces Mi and M2 of E and a homeomorphism
/ of

E onto E such that fYQMi

and dim M2 —k —1. Each element x of E has a

unique expression in the form x = xx+x2 with x<G-^- By (II 3.1) of [13]
there are complementary
closed linear subspaces L\ and 5 of M\ and a homeo-

morphism g of Mi onto Mi such that gfYQLi and dim 5=1. Let L2 = M2+S,
and let hx=g(fx)i + (fx)2 for each xG-E. It can be verified that L\, L2, and
h have the desired properties.
(3.2) If Y is a compact subset of 1q, there exist complementary infinitedimensional closed linear subspaces Li and L2 of § and a homeomorphism h of

§ onto !q such that h YCZLi.
Proof. By (II 3.1) of [13] there is a continuous linear functional/
on §
and a homeomorphism
gx of § onto § such that giF is contained
in the
hyperplane
[f; l]. Obviously, there is a homeomorphism
g2 of § onto the
open half-space [/; >0] such that g2 is the identity map on [f;^l].
Let Z
be the closed convex hull of giF. By a theorem of Mazur [17], Z is compact.
By (II 3.3) there is a translate Z' of Z with Z'C [/; 0] and a homeomorphism

g3 of \f; >0]

onto

[/; >0]UZ'

such that

g3Z = Z'. By the argument

of

(III 1.2) there are complementary
infinite-dimensional
closed linear subspaces Mi and L2 of [/; 0] and a homeomorphism
g4 of [/; SiO] onto [/; >0]
\JMi which maps [/; 0] linearly onto Mi. Since giZ' is convex, there is by

(II 3.3) a homeomorphism
translates

gtZ' into

g5 of [/; >0]Ug4Z'

[/; l]. Let p^g^Z',

onto [/; >0] which merely

Lx = Mi+{tp\

= &T1g6g4g3g2gi.
It can be verified that L\, L2, and h have
(3.3) Suppose Li and L2 are complementary closed
normed linear space E, X is a closed subset of Li and kis
onto a closed subset of Z,2. Then there is an isotopy f of

- =o <t<

oo }, and h

the desired properties.
linear subspaces of the
a homeomorphism of X
E onto E such f 0 is the

identity map on E and fi|X = &.
Proof. By a theorem

of Dugundji

[5], there are continuous

maps a of Lx

into L2 and /? of L2 into Li such that a\ X = k and /3| kX = krx. Now for xG-E
and /G[0, l], let £(x=x+/(axi)
Xi^Li. It can be verified that

and ntx = x —t(l3x2), where x=xi+x2
with
£ and n are isotopies of E onto E. Now let
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r«= &<for *G[0, 1/2] and fi-ihwfe for *E[l/2, l]. Then if xGX,
fi* = »Ji£i*i = t]i(xi + a*i) = *i + a*i — jSaxi = *i — k~lkx\ + a* = &*,

so f is the desired isotopy.
(3.4) Theorem.
Suppose E is an infinite-dimensional
Banach space, X is
a compact subset of 22, and f is a homeomorphism of X into 22. Suppose that
either E is Hilbert space or X is finite-dimensional
(or both). Then there is an
isotopy ft of E onto E such that no is the identity map on E and ni\ X =/.

Proof. Let Y = XVJfX. From (3.1) with « = 2 dim X + l when X is finitedimensional, and from (3.2) when E = !q, we see that there exist complementary closed linear subspaces L\ and L2 of 22, a homeomorphism
h of 22

onto 22 with hYCiL\, and a homeomorphism k of hX into L2. On khX, let
k'= A/A-1A-1.Then k' is a homeomorphism of khX onto hfX. By (3.3) there
are isotopies

£ and rj of E onto 22 such that £0 and 770are identity

maps, £i| AX

= k,andrn\khX = k'. Let f, = &, for *£ [0, 1/2] and f, = ij2*-i£ifor f£ [1/2, l].
Then f is an isotopy of £ onto £ such that f0 is the identity

map and fi| AX

= A/A-1. Finally, let /j<= A-1f<Afor each f£ [0, 1 ], and /x has the desired properties.
In closing this section, we apply (3.4) to obtain another extension theorem. This should be compared with results of Hausdorff [8; 1, p. 16] and Fox

[6].
(3.5) Theorem.
Suppose E is an infinite-dimensional
Banach space, M
is a separable metric space, A is a compact subset of M, and g is a continuous
map of A into 22. Suppose that either E is Hilbert space or gA is finite-dimensional. Then there is a continuous map g* of M into E such that g*\A —f and
g*\ M~A is a homeomorphism. If g is a homeomorphism, it can be arranged
that g* is also a homeomorphism.

Proof. Let M' = {g-1y | y €E.gA} W { {x} | x£ M~/l }, metrized by the Hausdorff metric, and let m be the natural map of M into M'. Then M' is a separable metric space, m is continuous,
m is a homeomorphism
if g is, and there
is a homeomorphism
k of gA into M' such that m\A=kg.
By (1.4) and the
fact that every separable metric space is homeomorphic
with a subset of $,
there is a homeomorphism A of M' into 22. Let/ = A-1A-1| hmA =gw-1A-1| hmA.
Then hmA is a compact subset of 22 and / is a homeomorphism
of Aw^4 into
E. By (3.4), there is a homeomorphism/*
of E onto E such that/*|
Am^4 =/.
With g* =f*hm, it can be seen that g* is the desired extension of g.
By use of an embedding theorem of Dowker [4] and the fact that every
metric space is paracompact
[20], the conclusion of (3.5) can be obtained
also under the assumption that 22 is a hyper-Hilbert
space and M is a metric
space whose density character is not greater than that of E.

4. The mappings of Keller. If 5 is a topological space and n is a positive
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integer, then S is n-point homogeneous iff for each pair (xi, • • • , x„) and
(yi. " - " y*) °f ordered w-tuples of distinct points of 5, there exists a homeomorphism h of 5 onto 5 such that hxt —yi for 1 gi^re.
Keller [ll] proved
that the infinite-dimensional
compact convex subsets of Hilbert space § are
all mutually homeomorphic
and that each is one-point homogeneous. We shall
here review and extend the method of Keller, in order to obtain certain refinements needed in §5, and to show that the infinite-dimensional
compact
convex sets are w-point homogeneous.
If X is a convex set in a normed linear space and xGX, then x is a nonsupport point of X iff there is no hyperplane
which bounds X and includes x.
X is elliptically convex iff the segment ]p, q[ consists entirely of nonsupport
points of X whenever X^p^q^X.
It is important
to note: (A) If X is a
complete separable convex set which is not contained
in any hyperplane,
then X includes a nonsupport
point. (B) If a convex subset of a strictly
convexifiable
space includes a nonsupport
point, then it has an elliptically
convex homeomorph.
(For compact convex subsets of &, these results are
both due to Keller. For the more general setting described above, the author
claimed in [12] to prove (A), but the proof is valid only for compact X.
However, Professor Ernest Michael has remarked that if 0GX,
{xi, x2, • ■ • }
is a dense subset of X, and /,s = min [||x/j||_1, l], then—assuming
that X is
convex, complete, and not contained in any hyperplane—£)"
2~"/„x„ is a
nonsupport
point of X. The result (B) is proved in [13, (IV 1.2) ] for bounded
convex sets, and without this restriction
in §5 of the present paper.)
The arguments used by Keller in Hilbert space were extended in [13 ] to
spaces with bases, and can in fact be applied in an arbitrary
normed linear
space. However, for present purposes it is more convenient to work exclusively in § = (/2), and then to make the transition to more general spaces by

the methods of §1 and §5.
For each x=(x1,

x2, • • • )G§

defined by: (P«*)' = *' for *^wand

= (^2) and

non-negative

(Pnx)i = 0 (or i>n.

integer

For XC£,

n, Pnx is

X*„ = P„X.

Now suppose K' resp. K is a compact elliptically
convex subset of §*r
resp. §*„, with r^5. Suppose 0^/^5
and g is a homeomorphism
of K'*t onto
ZC*e (both of which are topological 2-cells). By extending slightly the method
of Keller, we shall define a homeomorphism
/=/k',b,x
of K'*s onto K such that
Ptf = gPt on A'is. (We permit here 5= oo, with §*M = ^, etc.)
For xG-K and integer w^O, let Qnx= {y\y^K
and y*n = x*„}. Let L„
resp. ZZ„={x|xG-K
and x" = min resp. max {y" | y G (?n-ix} }, and E„ = Ln

VJHn. Qy (iorx'EK'),H'L',

and E' are defined similarly. Keller proves: (1)

For each x£K,
the set Q^ixf^Lg
resp. Qg-ixC\Hg contains exactly one
point (which we denote by Igx resp. h$x). (2) Ep = Lp+ir\Hp+i.
We shall define a set of mappings {fi\t^i<s
+ l} such that /< is a homeo-

morphism

of K'M onto K'm, ft = g, and Pjfk=fjPj

(When 5< oo,/, will be the desired mapping /«-,,,k.

whenever t^j^k<s
When 5= °o,/«',„,*

+ l.
will
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be defined in terms of the sequence ft,ft+i,ft+i,
• • • •) Suppose the mappings
fi having
the desired
properties
have
been defined
for t^i^m
—1
(t + l :§m<s + l). (For m = t + l, this is accomplished by simply taking/t = g.)
We wish to define fm so that the augmented
family {/,-| t rS,i^m} still has the
properties.

For each

y£if*m_i,

let ly = (lmy)m and

hy=(hmy)m,

and

similarly

with /' and A' on 2v*m_i. Notice that if y'£2vim_i and l'y' = h'y', then with
j;'£2v'and
y' =i)'*m-i we have 17'E.L'mC\H'm,whence, by (2), Tj'£224_iand thus
y'£P2Cim_1.

Since the homeomorphism/m_i

/m-iy'=y£P2f*m_i.

But

then

with

r?£2C

must preserve
and

boundary

y = i)*m-\ we

have

points,
r?££m_i,

whence, by (2), rj£imP\22m and ly = hy. Since the argument
is valid also when
the roles of K'^m_1 and 2v*m_i are reversed, we see that ly = hy iff l'y' = h'y'
(where y=fm-iy').
Now for each y'£2C*m_! let/m map the segment [(y', l'y'),
(y', h'y')]C.K'*m linearly (and preserving order) onto the segment [(y, ly),
(y, hy) ]C2C*m. From the remarks made above it follows that/m is a biunique
mapping of 2v*m onto K*m. The argument of Keller shows that/m is a homeomorphism and that the agumented family has the desired properties. Proceeding by mathematical
induction, the family |/,| / ^i<s + l} is obtained. For
s< 00,/, is the map fx'.a.K. When s= =0, define/
as follows: (/«*') *B=/n**B
for each x'£2v' and n ^ t. The argument of Keller shows that/*, is the desired
map/#',„,x,
so the description
of these maps is complete.

When g is defined only on 2C*0= {0}, the resulting map /«',„,k will be
denoted by/x-.x.
A necessary lemma is
(4.1) Suppose that Xa and Ya are sequences of convex sets in 22", converging
to X and Yrespectively, that Y is a strictly convex body, and L = lim inf (XaC\ Ya)

is nonempty. Then Xr\Y—lim

(X„nF„).

Proof. Using merely the convexity of the F,'s, we see that (f) ATMnt Y
C2,CHm sup (XaC\ Ya) QXC\ Y, for two of the inclusions are obvious and we

shall show that XCWnt Y(ZL. Consider an arbitrary

point p£XHInt

Y.

Since each F,- is convex, there are an integer N and an open set C/3p such
that U(Z Yi whenever i>N.
(See [14, (5.2)].) Since p£ lim Xa, there are a
sequence x„—>p such that always *i£X;
and an integer M such that x,£[/
whenever i> M. Thus i>max (M, N) implies x^-X^-H Yit whence p£L and

Xr\Int

YCL.

Now with L nonempty,
the conclusion of (4.1) clearly follows from (f) in
case XC\ Y contains no more than one point, so we need consider only the case
of nondegenerate
XC\ Y. Then if the conclusion
is false, there is a point
x£XP\F'~Z,
and a point d£XP\F~{w}.
X must be convex and Fis strictly
convex, so ]u, v[(ZXHiInt
Y. Since L is closed and m£L, we see that ATMnt
Y(£L, which contradicts
(f) and completes the proof.
(4.2) Suppose K', 2C0, 2Ci, 2C2, • ■ ■are compact elliptically convex subsets
of §*m, with O^m^
», such that Ka—>K0. Suppose xa is a sequence of points of
K' with xa->x0. Then fK> ,Kaxa-*fK' ,K<pco-
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Proof. When m = 0 this is obvious. Suppose it has been proved for m = n —1
and consider
the case m = n. Notice that Ka*n^i—>K0*n-i and xa*n-i—>x0*„_i,
so from
the
inductive
hypothesis
it follows
that
/x'»B_ltKatn_iXa*n-i
= ya-+fK'tn_i,K0tn_1x0*n-i.
Let A/ resp. A^ be the line in £>*„ which passes

through xp*n-i resp. y<sand is perpendicular
to §*n-i- Then/x-,^
maps the
segment <r$ =\g C^\K' onto the segment <r$= \$P\Kp in a manner which is
biunique, linear, and preserves the order of wth-coordinates.
From the lemma
(4.1) it follows that aa' —xt0 and <ra—xto,whence the desired conclusion follows
readily for the case m = n, and hence, by mathematical
induction, for all
m< oo. We still must consider the case ra= oo.
Suppose there exist sets and points as described in §*«, = §, such that
/x',x„x„ does not approach y=/x',x0Xo- From compactness
considerations
it
follows that there are a subsequence
(7) of (a) and a point gG-Ko such that
fK',KyXy^-q?4y.

But the finite-dimensional

result shows that

= (/x',jc,,xo)*„ for each n, whence q = y, a contradiction

g*„ =fK\n,KQtnxo*n

completing

the proof

of (4.2).
The remainder of this section will be devoted
homogeneity of the Hilbert parallelotope.

to establishing

the w-point

The following result is established by Keller:
(4.3) Suppose K is a bounded convex subset of Hilbert space §, having 0
a5 a nonsupport point, and that tiG-K is such that KCVSty)= [ —77,n]. Then there
is a function ft on K to dt such that with kx = (ftx)xfor each xG-K, k is a homeomorphism of K onto an elliptically convex set K' such that kr\ —r\, k(—q) = —rj,

and f-»j<»7-»7whenever fG-K'-

{rj}.

Let dpEH be defined by: 5^=1 fori = /3and 6^= 0 for tV/3.
(4.4)

Suppose

"$ = 11™ [ — l/n,
convex set QQq

Xi, x2, • ■ • , Xj are distinct

points

of the Hilbert

parallelotope

l/n]. Then there is a homeomorphism h of ty onto an elliptically
such that for each i, hxi = b'i, Qr\'8tbi= [ —8,-, 5<] and \xi\ <1

whenever xG(2~{8,-,

—6;}.

Proof. Let / = {xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x,}. We describe first a homeomorphism/of
^ onto ty such that//
is linearly independent
and 9ty^\$ = [— y, y] for each
yG/./. Let G= {x|xG/and
|x"| —l/n for some n , and let 5 be a finite subset of positive integers such that xGG implies
x"| —l/n for some wG5.
There is an integer N such that J*n contains n points. Let M be an integer

such that M>j,

M>N,

and

{l, • • • , M}Z)S. It is easy to describe a

homeomorphism
w of ty*M onto itself such that wJ*M is linearly independent.
Let {(2i|xG-/~G}
be a family of pairwise disjoint infinite sets whose
union is {i\i>M}.
For «G(2x let r„=l/w —1/2»2 and let/n be the homeomorphism of [ — l/n, l/n] onto itself which maps [ — l/n, xn] resp. [xn, l/n]
linearly onto [ —l/n, r„] resp. [r„, l/n]. Now for each yG^P, let fy be given
by: (fy)*M = wy*M and (/y)n =/«yn for n>M. Then / is a homeomorphism
of ty
onto itself such that (JJ)*m, and hence fj, is linearly independent.
Now if

yE.G, then (fy)*M is in the boundary of P*M- If yGJ~G,

then (/y)n = r„ for
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each n in the infinite set Qv; for t>\, trn= (l/n)t(l —l/2n), which is >l/«
for all sufficiently large n. Thus in either case, tyC^'iRfy— [—fy, fy), and /
has the stated properties.
Since // is linearly independent,
there is a linear homeomorphism
g of
§ onto § such that gfxi = 8i for 1 gi^n.
Now let ki be the homeomorphism

k obtained in (4.3) with 2v=g'ip and v = 8i. Having defined A, for l^i^m

—l

(with m^n), let km be the homeomorphism of (4.3) with 2C= Am_i&m_2
•••
k2hgty and r\ —Am_iAm_2• ■ • A2Ai8m.Let A' = AmAm_i■ • • A2Aig/. Since each
map ki is radial from <p, A' has all the desired properties except that A'x; may
be some positive multiple of 8, other than S» itself. Then obviously there is a
linear homeomorphism
u such that h = uh' is the desired map, completing the

proof of (4.4).
(4.5) Theorem.
Suppose K is an infinite-dimensional
compact convex subset of a normed linear space, n is a positive integer, and that each of the sets
{*!,•••,*„}
and [ yu • • ■ , yn} consists of n distinct points of K (that the
set {*i, ■ • • , *„, yi, • • • , yn\ consists of 2ra distinct points of K). Then there
is a homeomorphism h (of period 2) of K onto K such that always hxi = yt.

Proof. It suffices to consider only the case K = ty, since K is homeomorphic
with ty. The first assertion (omitting the words in ( )) is merely that ty is
w-point homogeneous. Now by (4.4) there is a homeomorphism
hx of ty onto
an elliptically
convex set Qx(Z!q such that always hxxi = Si and Si£P^x«,
and the same statement is true with x replaced by y throughout.
The natural
radial map g of Qx*n onto Qv*n is a homeomorphism
taking always 5, onto itself, and thus the map f=fQx,g,Qy is a homeomorphism
of Qx onto Qy such that
always/5i = 8j. Then h = h~1fhx is a homeomorphism
of ty onto ty with hxi = y{

for each i.
To establish the second assertion of (4.5) suppose the points x» and y<
are all distinct and let w be a homeomorphism
of ty onto ty such that always
wxi = di and wy,= —5,-. Let r be the reflection map rx=— x|x£^3.
Then
h —w~xrw is a homeomorphism of period 2 of ty onto ty, interchanging x,- and

yi for each i.
5. Topological representatives

of convex sets. Throughout this section, C
will denote a closed convex subset of a normed linear space. We would like
to find.a simple description of the various topological possibilities for C, and
are here able to do this for locally compact C. Still open is the interesting
problem of determining all topological possibilities for CC£>, and in particular of deciding whether there are uncountably
many such possibilities. (In
this connection, see [13, p. 31].)
The main theorem of this section ((5.8), also stated in the Introduction)
will be based on several lemmas. The first of these can be proved by the argument of (2.2) (iv) (earlier in this paper), the second by that of (III 1.5) in

[13].
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(5.1) Suppose S is a closed subset of a normed linear space and is star-shaped
from the point p. Then (a) and (b) below are equivalent and imply (c): (a) every
bounded closed subset of S is compact; (b) p has a compact neighborhood in S;
(c) 5 is bounded iff it contains no ray emanating from p.
(5.2) Suppose L and 2/ are complementary
closed linear subspaces of a
normed linear space E, C is a closed convex subset of E, LGC, and C' = Cr\L'.

Then C = L-\-C and hence C is homeomorphic with LXC'.
We next recall a notion

Stoker

[19] and the author

introduced

by Steinitz

and employed

also by

[13]. For m£C, Cu= {u}VJ {p\ Ray [u, p[CC}

and is called a characteristic
cone of C. Cu is a closed convex cone with vertex
u, and if also v£C, then Cu= Cv + (u— v).
(5.3) If C is a locally compact closed convex subset of a normed linear space,
and the characteristic cone of C is a linear manifold, then there are cardinal
numbers m and n with O^mSRo
and 0^w<^0
such that C is homeomorphic

with [0, l]mx]0,

l[\

Proof. We may assume 0£C.
space, hence is finite-dimensional
finite n. Being finite-dimensional,

plementary
compact.

Then Q is a locally compact linear suband homeomorphic
with ]0, 1 [" for some
C« is closed and must admit a closed com-

subspace L'. With C' = CC\L', it follows from (5.1) that C" is
If C is infinite-dimensional,

it is homeomorphic

with

[0, 1 ]N<>
by

(1.2); if M-dimensional, with [0, 1 ]" by [13, (III 1.6)]. The statement
(5.3) then follows from (5.2).

of

It remains to consider the case in which C's characteristic
cone is not a
linear manifold. We proceed to develop the necessary lemmas.
(5.4) Suppose g is a real-valued continuous function on [0, oo [ such that
whenever O^j/^1 and 0^r<s
it is true that gr>gs, r(gr)<s(gs),
and (gr)(gs)
= [<(gs) + (l —t)(gr)]g(tr + [l —/]s). Suppose E is a normed linear space, K
is a convex subset of E which contains the neutral element 0, and 7x=(g||x||)x
for each x££.
Then TK is a convex set which is homeomorphic with K. If ||
is strictly convex and 0 is a nonsupport point of K, then TK is elliptically convex. If K is closed and contains no ray, then TK is closed in 22.
Except for the last assertion,
this can be proved by an argument
very
similar to that of [13, (IV 1.2)], and the last assertion is not difficult to
prove. Observe that with gr = (l+r)-1|
r£ [0, oo [, the conditions
of (5.4) are

satisfied and \\Tx\\ <1 for each xEE. Thus
(5.5) If E is a normed linear space and C is a closed convex subset of E
which contains no ray, then C is homeomorphic with a bounded closed convex

subset of 22.
(5.6) Suppose

A = [0, oo[x{0]

W is a normed linear

and I={(t,

w)|^||w||}.

= (/ + ||w||, w). The T is a homeomorphism

space, E=diXW,

Q=[0,

For each (t, w)EQ,

<x>
[XW,

let T(t, w)

of Q onto J such that TK is convex

and TK+A CLTK whenever K is convex and K-\-A QKCZQProof. It is easy to verify that

T is a homeomorphism

of Q onto /. Now
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(r, x)G-K, (5, y)^K,
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AG[0,

l], and

(/, 0)G^4- We wish to show that TK includes the point p=\T(r,
x)
+ (l-A)r(5,y) + (/,0).Now£=rg,whereg=(Ar+[l-A]5+Z),Ax+[l-A]y)
and Z?=A||x||+(l-A)||y||-||Ax+(l-A)y||+J.
Since K is convex and D^O,
q^K+AQK
and the proof is complete.
With % denoting the Hilbert parallelotope, let "$' be an elliptically convex homeomorph
of ty such that 'iP'CC* and 0 is a nonsupport
point of ^3'.

Let Z= {(t, te)|/2:0, xG$'} C9tX§.

(Z is homeomorphic with the space ob-

tained from "pX [0, 1 [ by identifying as one point the set $X {o}.)
(5.7) With E, Q, and A as in (5.6), suppose C is an infinite-dimensional
locally compact closed convex subset of E such that C+A(ZC(ZQThen C is

homeomorphic with Z.
Proof. Let T be as in (5.6) and let D' = TC. Then D' is a closed convex
homeomorph of C such that D'+A CD'CZJ- Since D' is locally compact, and
J(~}{(a, x)\a^b}
is bounded for each &G9?, it follows from (5.1) that there

is a point (5, y)G-D' such that (r, z)E:D' implies r j=5. Let D = T[D' —(s, y)].
Then D is a closed convex homeomorph

of C such that A (ZD(ZJ,

and it fol-

lows also that D+ACZD. For each /^0, let D' = [w\w<Elw and (t, w)E.D}.
Each D' is bounded and hence by (5.1) must be compact. Since D+AQD
and D is star-shaped
from (0, 0), we have DTC.D"(Zsr^1Dr whenever 0^r^5.
Since D1 is separable, there is a sequence ga of continuous linear functionals

on W such that 0<maxi>1 |g^| <2_", and such that for each pair x and x'
of distinct points of Dl there is an n for which g„x^g„x'. Now for each
(t, w)QD let S(t, w) = (t, y1, y2, • • • ), where ye —g^w. Since

max I gaI = max (1, t)2~9,
S maps D linearly into 9iX^3 = 9tX(/2). As in (1.1), it can be seen that
5 is a homeomorphism.

Thus

SD is a closed convex

homeomorph

of C

such that A'CZSCCZQ', where A', Q', and J' result from the definitions
of (5.6) by taking

W=!q.

Applying

the transformation

of (5.6) once

we obtain a closed convex homeomorph
D" of C such that
Thus it follows that in proving (5.7) we need consider only the
W=l£> and A(ZC(ZJ- We henceforth restrict our attention
to
may assume further that C is not contained in any hyperplane

By a theorem of Keller [ll], each set C'= {h\h^h

more,

A'CZD"(ZJ'.
case in which
this case and
in 9tX§-

and (t, h)£C}, t>0,

must include a nonsupport
point pt. Let qt = pi for /j=l, <Z<
= 0 for t^O, and
e/«=A£(n+1)-i+ (l-A)£n-i for/=A(« + 1)-1 + (1-A)«-1 (AG[0, l], n a positive
integer). Then qt\ t(£R is continuous and qt is a nonsupport point of C when-

ever t>0. For each (t, /f)G£=9tX§,

let w(t, h) = (t, T(h-qt)),

where T is as

in (5.4), with gr=(l+r)_1
and || || the usual (strictly convex) norm of Sq.
Let K = wC. Then w is a homeomorphism
of E onto E and for each t>0, K'
is elliptically convex and wC' = K'. We wish to show that K is homeomorphic

with Z.
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Note that ZCSt X § is defined by the condition Z<= tty' for t ^ 0 and Z>= A
for /<0,

ty' being an elliptically

= (0, 0), and ior(t, x)£Zwith

convex homeomorph

of ty. Now let A(0, 0)

t>0 let h(t, x) = (/,/«-,x'(f-1x)).

of (4.2), it can be verified that A is a homeomorphism

With the aid

of Z onto K, complet-

ing the proof of (5.7).
(5.8) Theorem.
If C is a locally compact closed convex subset of a normed
linear space, then there are cardinal numbers m and n with O^m^Ho
and
0^«<So
such that C is homeomorphic with either [0, l]mx]0,
1 [" or [0, l]m
X [0, 1 [. The various possibilities indicated are all topologically distinct.

Proof. We start by proving the second assertion. Let C* denote the onepoint compactification
of C. That the formally different possibilities listed
above are actually topologically different is a consequence of the following
(easily verified) facts. (1) If C is homeomorphic
with [0, l]m, then C is com-

pact and dim C = m. (2) If C is homeomorphic

with [0, 1 ]mX [0, l[, then C is

noncompact,
dim C = m + 1, and C* is contractible.
(3) If »>0 and C is
homeomorphic with [0, l]mx]0,
1 [", then dim C = w+» and every continuous map of Sk into C* is null-homotopic
for k<n, although there is an essen-

tial map of S" into C*.
Now the first assertion follows from (5.3) when C's characteristic
cone is
a linear manifold and from [13, (III 1.6)] when C is finite-dimensional.
Consider the remaining case and assume 0£C Since Q is not a linear manifold, there is a point p such that [0, oo [pQC but —pEC, and there is a closed

half-space SDCsuch that —PES. There is an w>0 such that if S' = S+mp,
then 0 is included in the bounding hyperplane
normed linear space in which we are working)
form wx+txp with wxEW and txE"St- Let g be
given by gx = (tx, wx). Then D—g(C+mp)
is a

W of S'. Each point x£L (the
has a unique expression in the
the map of L onto E=$lXW
closed convex homeomorph
of

C such that D+A CDCQ, where A and Q are as in (5.7). From (5.7) it follows that D is homeomorphic
with Z, and also that [0, 1 ]N°X [0, 1 [ (equivalently, tyX [0, 1 [) is homeomorphic
with Z, so the proof is complete.
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